
   

The inner aspects of your Dream Man—his values, beliefs, and life experiences

—make up who he is and how he lives in the world. His essence is what drives

him when he makes decisions, runs his affairs, and builds his relationships. His

essence is what you respect when you get to know who he really is inside, what

motivates him, and what he cares about most deeply. This is a core part of your

Dream Man story. What kind of man do you want to live and play with, respect,

admire, adore, and love?

Text boxes allow up to 200 characters.

His Values and Our Values (section 1 of 4)

I fell in love with my Dream Man because his highest values are 

honesty, loyalty and generosity  (honesty, integrity, loyalty, responsibility, generosity,

compassion, trust, collaboration, enthusiasm, kindness, playfulness, security, adventurousness, commitment, learning,

openness, sharing, supportiveness, tolerance, forgiveness, etc.).

One of his deepest beliefs is that

we should live each day to the fullest

we should live each day to the fullest

contributing to the community is important

he has a calling in life and a desire to fulfill it

curiosity and lifelong learning are an important part of

life

family is the center of life

contributing to and being involved in our (church, temple,

faith, etc.) is a major part of our life

we should care for each other and other people

... which means a lot to me because (your own answer) ...

I love learning and living life

It!s also great that we...

share political perspectives

share common political perspectives

are both (liberal, conservative, independent, green) in our political

views

are comfortable having diverse political views

don’t really care about politics

...because I like to have amicable discussions about current affairs  (have

amicable discussions about current affairs, be on the same page about issues,

lightly debate our perspectives, debate our perspectives, talk about more

meaningful topics, etc.).
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